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Chapter 1 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore â€“ Aidan Turner News
The Lieutenant of Inishmore is a black comedy by Martin McDonagh, in which the 'mad' leader of an Irish National
Liberation Army splinter group discovers that his cat.

Overview[ edit ] The story is set in Ireland in The Northern Ireland peace process is taking its faltering first
steps, and INLA man Mad Padraic is hard at work pulling out the toenails of Belfast drug pusher James, when
the news comes through that his beloved cat, Wee Thomas, is poorly. Padraic, a man considered too mad for
the IRA and sorely trying the patience of his INLA comrades, is intent on revenge, even if that means wiping
out his own father. The cat has been badly mangled; its brains fall out as they examine it. The cat had been his
only friend for fifteen years. He was thrown out of the IRA for "being too mad. Donny then plans to call
Padraic, who is working in Northern Ireland blowing up chip shops , to tell him that Wee Thomas is sick.
Davey does not understand the purpose of the call, so Donny explains that he is letting his son down easy,
planning to tell him later that the cat died. Davey agrees and leaves as Donny begins to phone Padraic. Scene 2
A warehouse in Northern Ireland, where Padraic has James, a drug dealer, hung upside down from the ceiling.
James insults Padraic after being lectured on the evils of distributing marijuana to good Catholic children as
opposed to selling to Protestant children, which Padraic deems marginally acceptable. Just before he starts
cutting, Padraic gets the call from Donny saying that Wee Thomas is doing poorly and off his food. Padraic
breaks down into tears and screams that he will be on the first boat back to Inishmore. He then shoots his
mobile phone to pieces. James suggests that Wee Thomas may have ringworm and suggests ringworm tablets
in some cheese, as his cat had the same problem a month or two back. When he realizes that James loves his
cat, Padraic releases him after extracting a promise not to sell more marijuana, and gives him money for the
bus to the hospital. Scene 3 The Road. Davey is tinkering with his bicycle when his younger sister Mairead
shoots him in the cheek with her air rifle for hurting Wee Thomas. Davey attempts to explain his innocence
and accuses Mairead of being mad for shooting the eyes out of ten cows in an earlier incident. Mairead, who is
16, explains it was her version of terrorism against the meat industry. She continues to accuse Davey of the
death of Wee Thomas. In the discussion, it becomes clear that she is in love with Padraic and shares both his
political stances and his devotion to cats. Davey explains that Donny has him searching the countryside for
another black cat to replace Wee Thomas. Their argument is interrupted by Christy, a tall, sinister-looking
man with an eyepatch. He says that he is a friend of Padraic, and also accuses Davey of killing Wee Thomas.
Again, Davey denies this. He also tells Christy that Padraic will be back the next day at noon. Christy leaves,
but not before again accusing Davey of murdering the cat deliberately. They attempt to paint the cat black with
shoe polish. Donny and Davey both agree that the plan is unlikely to work, but are running out of time and
options. The two are drunk, and bond over their shared love of eating shoe polish. They agree that if their plan
fails, Padraic will kill them. Scene 5 The Road. Christy and two other men, Brendan and Joey, sit eating
beans. Joey is sullen and unhappy with the other two for killing Wee Thomas, an act necessary to lure Padraic
back to Inishmore and set him off guard. The three bicker sharply, and there is a brief Mexican stand-off.
Scene 6 The Docks. It is early in the morning. He recognizes her and mocks her for her lack of femininity,
dismissing her ambitions to join the fight to Free Ireland despite her protestations that she is a crack shot. She
attempts to flirt with him and he rejects her advances. She sullenly delivers a message from Donny: She grabs
him and deepens the kiss. Confused, he begins the long walk back into town and she once again begins to sing
"The Patriot Game. Davey and Donny, exhausted and now seriously drunk, decide to call it a night. They will
put the finishing touches on the cat the next morning before Padraic arrives. Donny instructs Davey several
times to wake him at nine AM, and they go to sleep. Davey has failed to wake up Donny in time, and they are
still asleep when Padraic arrives. He finds the grave marker, flies into a rage, wakes them up and demands to
know where the cat is. They indicate the decoy, claiming it has a disease that makes it smell like shoe polish
and "get all orangey". He ties up both his father and Davey and is finally told that Wee Thomas is dead. He is
prepared to shoot them both for letting the cat die in their care when the three INLA agents burst into the room
and hold him at gunpoint. The gunmen bind his hands. They tell Padraic that he has angered the group with his
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brutal maiming of a drug dealer under their protection, and also with his talk of forming a splinter group from
their splinter group. Davey taunts the bound Padraic, causing him to fly into a rage. As he is dragged outside,
he promises that he will be back to kill them. Donny and Davey, still nervous, express relief that it appears to
be over when shots fire off stage. The three agents come running back into the house, their eyes shot out by
Mairead. They fire outside the house blindly. Padraic and Mairead walk calmly into the house, holding hands.
Padraic shoots each of the three agents in turn. Padraic asks her to join him in the fight for a free Ireland, and
she accepts. Having found love, they are about to execute Donny and Davey when Christy feebly rises up and
apologizes to Padraic for killing his cat. Padraic, flying into a rage, drags Christy off into the next room to
torture him before he dies. The stage is by now strewn with blood and dismembered body parts. Donny and
Davey are reluctantly chopping up the bodies of Brendan and Joey to prevent identification. Mairead enters,
wearing a striking dress. Mairead mentions that she was unable to find her cat, Sir Roger, to say goodbye.
Davey remembers with horror that the cat has been killed by Padraic. Padraic asks Mairead to marry him. She
goes in the next room to wash the blood off her dress, and returns clutching the mangled body of Sir Roger.
As he relaxes in bliss, she draws both of his pistols and shoots him in the head. She commands Donny and
Davey to clean up, claims the title of "Lieutenant of Inishmore" for herself, and promises to return the next
day and investigate what Sir Roger was doing in the house in the first place. Bemoaning their luck, Donny and
Davey continue to work when a black cat enters the house. It is, amazingly, Wee Thomas, who had been "out
gallivanting" while a poor stray was mistakenly killed in his place. Donny and Davey express shock and anger
that four men and two cats are dead for no good reason. They resolve to kill Wee Thomas in retribution. After
holding the poor feline at gunpoint, however, they decide against it, and give it a bowl of Frosties for supper.
The production was directed by Wilson Milam. In , the production transferred to the Barbican , and then to the
Garrick Theatre , before touring the UK. This production introduced special effects and props designed by
Steve Tolin, who has since worked on nine other productions of the play. This production featured special
effects and props designed by Steve Tolin, for which he won the Jeff Award for Outstanding Achievement in
Special Effects. The production also ran at the Repertory Theatre of Saint Louis from 17 September to 13
October , where it was nominated for five Kevin Kline Awards , of which it took home one.
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Chapter 2 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore (Play) Plot & Characters | StageAgent
The Lieutenant of Inishmore is a farcical look at Irish terrorist organizations, set on the island of Inishmore in the Aran
Islands in the early s. The play focuses on a cycle of small-town bloody revenge set into motion by the death of an INLA
man's beloved cat.

Connor Bedroom While we are asleep, the body is put into cleansing mode. It is a good routine to rest for
seven to nine hours each and every night. Sleeping at the proper time is much more important than the length
of our sleep at night. If he is a light sleeper, you may want to buy a memory foam mattress. When one part of
this particular mattress is being used, the other area will never be impacted in any respect. We always
recommend sleeping on a memory foam mattress as it naturally molds itself to the shape of your body whilst
providing the necessary support. There are many different types of memory foam mattresses out there and you
must be careful not to choose one of inferior quality. Choose the best one and you will sleep better. Similarly,
memory foam mattresses are usually not suited to a country which has a warmer weather condition. Memory
foam molds itself depending on the structure of your body leaving you feeling warm at nighttime. Think about
choosing a pocket sprung mattress alternatively. Hypoallergenic pillows and mattresses are also available.
Home bedding goods with hypoallergenic attributes are able to keep dust mites far away. Spring and coil
mattresses must be shunned because airborne dirt and dust builds up inside the coils, hence attracting dust
mites. Should you suffer from allergy symptoms, the ideal mattresses are those made out of memory foam and
latex. Again, the mattress you finally buy should depend upon how you will sleep at night. Individuals who
always sleep on their stomach will often buy a tougher mattress. A soft mattress would be better if you sleep
on your side as it is able to contour to the shape of your body while at the same time giving back support. You
need to get a medium-firm mattress if you sleep on your back. This is very important to ensure that your back
and shoulders are straight when you are asleep. Some mattress testing should be carried out right before you
decide to acquire it. Roll about and lay down upon it in several sleeping positions. It will be tough to roll out
of bed if the mattress is way too comfortable. Prolonged sleep upon an extremely hard mattress can also
trigger body soreness. It is going to be helpful to note down the dimensions of your bed framework to be able
to match your mattress. A prudent thing to do is usually to sleep sufficiently before you go buying a mattress
to enable you to make a well informed final decision. Mattresses today can also feature a variety of
complementary components. Some might offer tremendously higher comfort or function towards the mattress.
The cover of the mattress must be easily detachable. Our recommendation is that you clean or swap out your
mattress covers once in a while. Mattress covers are rather cheap and they could be purchased separately from
the mattress. Additionally, you should look at the actual size of your mattress for instance double, California
king or some others. The bigger the mattress is, the more relaxed you will end up lying on it. A bed which is
too compact will have an effect on your sleep. A mattress which is not large enough would be the reason for
bad sleep quality each night. There exists a huge variety of mattress types and sizes that you could find these
days. Discovering the right mattress to suit your price range really should not be very difficult. A trustworthy
and low-cost alternative would be the spring mattress. The costliest in the lot will be memory foam mattresses.
A reasonable priced mattress is the latex foam array.
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Chapter 3 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore | Promo Codes
Michael Grandage directs a brand new production of Martin McDonagh's play The Lieutenant of Inishmore, starring
Poldark's Aidan Turner at London's Noel Coward Theatre.

Stage and screen actor Aidan Turner Poldark plays Mad Padraic, a terrorist deemed too violent to be a member
of the IRA, in this hilarious, acute observation of violence in contemporary culture. As an advisory to adults
who might bring young people. All persons aged under 16 must be accompanied and sat next to the
accompanying adult. They may not sit on their own within the auditorium. If children do have separate seats
you could be refused entry. All persons entering the theatre, regardless of age, must have a ticket. Latecomers
will not be admitted. The seating plans are not accurate representations of the auditorium. While we try to
ensure they are as close to the actual theatre plan as possible we cannot guarantee they are a true
representation. Customers with specific requirements are advised to contact us prior to booking to avoid any
confusion. Children are welcome at all Delfont Mackintosh Theatres, but this may be subject to individual
production age restrictions due to content. If any age restrictions for productions apply we shall advise you
prior to the performance. If children do have separate seats, entry could be refused. All patrons, regardless of
age, must present a valid ticket to gain entry to the theatre. Please ensure that any children or infants for whom
you are responsible also have a valid ticket. Your child should be able to sit unaided within the purchased seat.
We will always provide you with our contact details before you book your "The Lieutenant Of Inishmore"
tickets. Where applicable, "The Lieutenant Of Inishmore", Noel Coward Theatre ticket prices may include a
booking fee which will always be shown separately. Prices are subject to change without notice. On receipt of
full payment for your "The Lieutenant Of Inishmore" tickets we will issue a confirmation of booking. When
booking online this will be in the form of a confirmation page and accompanying confirmation email. At
LOVEtheatre, we are dedicated to providing access to the full range of ticket options; from full price tickets to
the cheapest ticket deals for London West End Theatre, Events and Attractions, backed up by outstanding
customer service. We source special ticket deals, meal packages, cheap tickets and more to give you great
choice, value for money and quality of service.
Chapter 4 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore | New Theatre
As fierce as he may be, however, Padriac's soft spot for Wee Thomas may be the weak spot the next aspiring
Lieutenant of Inishmore needs to target. This dark and bloody comedy, is the second play in Martin McDonough's Aaran
Islands trilogy, which also includes The Cripple of Inishmaan and The Banshees of Inisheer.

Chapter 5 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore by Martin McDonagh
The Lieutenant of Inishmore MCG Artistic Director Michael Grandage directs stage and screen actor Aidan Turner in
The Lieutenant of Inishmore, Martin McDonagh 's critically acclaimed, brilliant satire on terrorism.

Chapter 6 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore | London | Reviews | SeatPlan
IMAGES - Lieutenant of Inishmore Gallery Michael Grandage Company's production Page: Behind the Scenes of The
Lieutenant of Inishmore MGC Artistic Director Michael Grandage directs a rare revival of Martin McDonagh's critically
acclaimed, brilliant satire on terrorism, THE LIEUTENANT OF INISHMORE.

Chapter 7 : Lieutenant Of Inishmore | Home Ideas From Inishmore
Presented here in its Modern Classics edition, and featuring an introduction from leading Irish journalist and critic Fintan
O'Toole, The Lieutenant of Inishmore is a brilliant satire on terrorism, a powerful corrective to the beautification of
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violence in contemporary culture, and a hilarious farce.

Chapter 8 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore - Wikipedia
Aidan Turner of 'Poldark' stars as a sectarian killer distraught over the health of his pet cat in this West End revival of
Martin McDonagh's dark comic thriller. Playwright Martin McDonagh's.

Chapter 9 : The Lieutenant of Inishmore | Theatre review | Stage | The Guardian
Poldark fans turning up to see Aidan Turner in Martin McDonagh's bilious, blood-strewn comedy may be in for a
surprise. Instead of a liberal Cornish mine-owner, Turner plays - and very well.
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